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                      With this letter, we would like to recommend Codein as the main contractor in software
                        development field.

                      

                      We are a financial company European Payment System Ltd. (the owner of the brand "PayPong"),
                        which operates in the Ukrainian market. Our main services are peer-to-peer transactions, online
                        payment services and online microlending.

                      

                      Our cooperation with Codein started in the August, 2017, we set a task for Codein team to
                        perform system audit of the code, which was written by another team, with the purpose of
                        recognising the quality, performance capability, opportunities for scalability and system
                        development.

                      

                      The software application consists of a web interface for ultimate consumer interaction,
                        processing, web interface for administration, financial reporting and statistics, own scoring
                        module, integration with loan administration system, credit reference bureau and payment
                        gateways.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Open recommendation letter
                      

                      
                        Oleksii Rabichev
                      

                      
                        PayPong
                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                  

                  
                    
                      To whom it may concern,

                      

                      Gol + Pas Ltd. provides this letter, with the respect to you, as a confirmation of successful
                        collaboration with the Codein Software team.

                      

                      Gol + Pas Ltd. is a project, which has existed for over 15 years. However, we have been
                        cooperating with Codein Software for the last 6 years, like with a team, which provides all the
                        development and support for all of our systems and servers.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Open recommendation letter
                      

                      Nikolai Iskendirov

                      GolPas

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                  

                  
                    
                      To Whom It May Concern:

                      


                      We are writing to highly recommend Codein team as a General contractor. We are a fast growing
                        start-up and we are currently cooperating with Codein in development of the client side of our
                        mobile application for the IOS and Android platforms. Our project is still in development phase
                        and we are continuing development of new features
                        After we have changed a few of developers teams, we find out the team we needed and it happened
                        to be Codein.
                        “World of Crew” is a project dedicated to be a single stop shop of information about discounts
                        available for airline crews worldwide. This service needs very correct and fast client
                        application work, precise tracking of client preferences and user behavior statistics
                        collection. It needs also seamless and continuous client's interaction in order to amplify
                        clients satisfaction and project revenue.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Open recommendation letter
                      

                      Florian Ughetto

                      World of Crew

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                  

                  
                    
                      National Police of Ukraine

                      

                      Certificate of Gratitude

                      

                      Thank you for your strong contribution of educational process and a very solid grounding of
                        members of Cyber Police Department of Ukraine. Your knowledge, experience, motivation and high
                        professionalism lay the foundation of successful reform.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Open recommendation letter
                      

                      Ukrainian Cyber Crime Police Department

                      Ukrainian Cyber Crime Police Department

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                  

                  
                    
                      To whom it may concern

                      

                      Only Original Ltd. attests to the fact that this letter is a confirmation of the successful
                        cooperation with the Codein Software team.

                      

                      Only Original is an ambitious project of service development with the objective of counterfeit
                        reduction on the market and ultimate customer protection. According to the concept of the
                        service, it combines manufacturer and ultimate customer in one chain, with a full supply chain
                        tracking, starting from the conveyor to the supermarket shelf, where customer can scan special
                        product with the help of mobile application and check its originality.
                        During our collaboration with Codein Software team have been built operating system prototype,
                        on the basis of which was started MVP system implementation as the first stage of release.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Open recommendation letter
                      

                      Oleksandr Polishchuk

                      Only Original
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